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By Prof Vasanthi Srinivasan

ay I offer you a
beverage, sir?" the
flight attendant“M

leaned towards him with a
comforting smile. "Yes, I'll have a can
of apple juice, please," replied
Stewart Martin. An aisle seat, yet

again… he thought, as he
adjusted the pillow
beneath his neck. Bless
Sally Parker, didn't she
ever tire of being a
perfect assistant? This
was his fourth flight in the
last week and each time,
from Atlanta to
Singapore, to India,
Munich and back to
Atlanta, she had made
sure he got his aisle seat,
just as he wanted. He
sipped the juice… just
cold enough, the way I
like it. Nothing like a
British Airways flight! The
week had been hectic.
Hopping from one
meeting to another, from
one office to another,
thousands of miles apart,
was taking its toll. Lately,
his neck had been giving
him some trouble. Must

tell Sally to fix an appointment with
the physiotherapist tomorrow…
Seconds later, he was fast asleep.

Stewart loved his job. Pace
thrilled him. He would have never
survived that boring job as a
chartered accountant that he
pursued for the first two years of
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Sometimes minor issues blow

up to unmanageable

proportions.

his working life. But everything
changed ever since he joined the
financial services industry. Even 12
years in the business had not blurred
his passion for his profession. With
every growth up the career ladder,
he had discovered new challenges.
And now, as head of the Asia Pacific
operations of Finesse Inc., a fast
expanding financial services
company headquartered in Atlanta,
there was not much an ambitious
go-getter in his mid-thirties could
have asked for.

For five years, Stewart had been
able to demonstrate consistent
growth rates of 25% for the region.
Finesse had three transaction
processing offices, one each in
Singapore, India and Munich, with
staff strengths varying between 100
and 300.

Stewart's recent trip to India had
left him more than satisfied. It was
the fastest growing office in the
organization. Revenues had shot up
three times over the last two years
and Stewart was pushing for higher
numbers. Judging from the way
things were shaping up in the Indian
business environment, he could bet
that the best was yet to come. Ravi
Pillai, the head of the Indian
operations, knew his job. His sound
marketing experience, first in the
cosmetics business and then in hotel
segment, made him a good choice
for his role. Finesse's transaction
processing business was all about
customer management and Ravi
brought with him a wealth of insight
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into this area. He was adept at handling people too, and
luckily, attrition in the unit was much lower than Stewart
was expecting it to be.

Within two years of joining Finesse, Ravi's core
competencies had come shining through his unit's
performance. Give him more responsibility, and he'll
deliver, Stewart convinced Colin Smith, president at the
London headquarters. And Ravi soon found himself
flying down to London to be awarded a letter of
appreciation and a promotion. He was to take over
charge as Finesse's global outsourcing head from the
next month. Singapore and Munich offices would also
report to him.

The decision also synchronized perfectly with
Finesse's recent global restructuring exercise. It had
been decided that the staff in Munich would not exceed
the current numbers. Instead, new jobs would be added
in India, where costs were considerably lower. Joan
Dexter, head of HR had shared some fantastic figures
highlighting the contrasting overheads for both
countries. For an additional 4000 pounds a month, 100
fresh customer service executives could hop board!
They would recover those costs in less than a year! It

would be a terrific idea to concentrate on expanding
Indian operations, everyone agreed unanimously.

The success of the restructuring was evident.
Performance graphs were on the upswing. Market
reports were improving. Everything seemed to be under
control. Until six months later, when Stewart's flight
from Atlanta to Singapore and then to India landed in
Munich.

The German business manager, Ralph Schultz was
in a rebellious mood. "Stewart, there is something
important that I have to say to you. I would have spoken
my mind earlier, but this is not a matter that can be
resolved over a telephonic or email exchange. Things
have changed during the last six months. I will be unable
to continue to work for Finesse, if I am expected to
continue reporting to Ravi."

This was not something Stewart was expecting. He
knew that Ralph and Ravi were poles apart. Casual coffee
table conversation, or business strategy meetings, it was
a rare sight to see their thoughts converge. They always
had completely different approaches to the same issue.
But he had assumed that things would change after the
restructuring. After all, Ravi was Ralph's boss now, and
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unlike before, they shared a common business goal.
Ravi's newly acquired accountability for Munich's
performance targets ought to have paved the way for
both of them to align their perspectives. Why was Ralph
taking it so hard? Why couldn't they resolve their
differences? And where were the differences coming
from, anyway?

"Cool down, Ralph. Let's go out for a coffee." Stewart
believed it was okay to get informal once in a while.
Most of his people issues got cleared at the Starbucks
café down the block from their Atlanta office building.
If it can work there, it can work here, he braced himself.

As they stirred their coffee in silence, Stewart
stretched his neck again. Ouch, that hurt. "Finesse has
been doing well. Colin is extremely pleased with Asia
Pacific's performance. He's inviting all the business
heads to his vacation home in California next month
for a weekend getaway. You're in too."

Ralph's expression softened. "That sounds great. Is
it only us men or are families invited too?"

Stewart could see the ice breaking. "The complete
package, Ralph. Tell Maria to pack her vacation stuff."

Maria had been complaining that Ralph was not
spending any time with her these days. This could be a
good break for us. He could already see that twinkle in
her green eyes. She would say… Stewart's voice
interrupted his wandering thoughts. "Back at the office,
you seemed upset about something."

"Yes, of course. It's a very important matter,
concerning my reporting relationship with Ravi. I am
finding it difficult to work with him. Every other day,
there is some small incident that happens to bother me.
I cannot concentrate on my work if I continue to get
distracted in this fashion. I am not used to it."

"Where do you think the real problem lies?" Stewart
had a knack with people. His easy, approachable style
and good listening skills gave him an edge when it came
to resolving people problems. Ralph needed to pour
out all his deepest concerns to the point where his
jumbled thoughts reached a natural clarity. That itself
would serve as a soothing balm.

Ralph needed no cajoling. He had been waiting for
this opportunity to voice his grievances since the last

two months. Things were getting intolerable for him.
"I have been with Finesse since three years now, and

by now I think I understand the organization well. The
restructuring was a necessary part of our business plan,
and I see it was important to have Munich report in to
India. I have myself seen revenues rising dramatically,
and agree that the decision has made good business
sense for us."

"I am a firm believer that professional and personal
matters should never be allowed to cross into each
other's zones. This is the reason why Munich is
continuing on a steady path, even though, I as a business
head, am far from comfortable on the personal front."

"I do not understand Ravi's way of working.
Invariably, he calls me on my cellphone after office
hours, even though I have mentioned to him, that I do
not like to be disturbed during my personal time. Most
of the time, there is nothing critical that he discusses.
Yesterday, he called me late at night to ask me whether
I could spare someone from my team to supervise a
team of trainees who are coming from Delhi to Munich
four days later. He could have just dropped me an email
or called the next morning in office."

"Go on!" Stewart could see where the conversation
was going. Interestingly, Ravi seemed to be blissfully
unaware of the impact his personal style was having on
Ralph. He had not mentioned any such problems during
Stewart's recent trip. Perhaps, Ralph was too guarded
in his reactions, for Ravi to notice that anything was
amiss.

"Many times, he does not inform me of the problems
in advance and I find that while planning, he assumes
that I will agree to all decisions. Only last month, he sent
me a memo to send him Munich's budgetary revisions
at an absurd two day's notice. How is that ever possible?
And the month before that, he emailed me a business
plan for the quarter, putting down his own projections
for our office. What does he know about Munich? What
makes him think I can agree with his plan blindly?

"And that's not all. In every email, he seeks ideas
and wants to discuss matters which are of not
immediate concern to me. I am unable to understand
why I should contribute to these discussions which are
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strictly not my area of expertise. Why am I expected
provide inputs on designing a flexi-pay basket for
employees in India? Or give suggestions on how to
implement telecommuting? Once, he even asked my
opinion on preparing a 'step-by-step guide to handling
customers'. If I am expected to work on areas like these,
what is Ravi's responsibility as the global outsourcing
head? I am finding it hard to understand where our
respective roles begin and end. There is too much
confusion. I need to be clear about my area of operations
and once the boundaries are laid down clearly, I would
prefer that no unplanned changes are made without
my being prepared for them."

"And if things continue like this…" Stewart prompted
Ralph to complete the unfinished sentence.

"I may have no choice but to leave Finesse" said
Ralph with a slight pause. "It would be a painful step for
me to take. The organization means a lot to me. The
people mean a lot to me. The work means a lot to me.
The appreciation means a lot to me. But, the tension is
getting too much now."

Ravi and Ralph did come from completely
contrasting backgrounds, but Stewart was now
wondering whether this was more than just the fallout
of a culture clash. He could not recall any incident where
Jim Wang, the Singapore head and Ravi had been at
loggerheads with each other. Ralph, on other hand, was
not too comfortable with the team Atlanta either. He
remembered Tim and Ingrid, the two ERP team

members who had abruptly cut short their three week
long stint in Munich last year. "Ralph needs to look
beyond plans and presentations. He needs to
understand how things move here" they had
complained. Perhaps he never really got the chance to
find his own bearings, ever since he joined Finesse.
Ralph's successor had resigned without notice, and
Stewart had loaded him with deadlines from day one.
The induction program never took off at all! But could
that have anything to do with this crisis?

"Ralph, you have been a great asset to the
organization and you have some unique qualities which
Finesse values tremendously. Ravi, too, is a great
performer and has proven his mettle in a short period
of time. I think it would be a good idea to thrash it out
face to face with him. Maybe he just doesn't know what
you feel. And maybe you don't know him so well too.
After all, you both have been interacting purely on a
professional level. And until six months back, you had
only met him twice. Colin's weekend getaway could be
the perfect opportunity. I suggest you give it another
chance before you give up on Finesse altogether."

"I guess that's not such a bad idea," admitted Ralph.
"Maybe I need to think it over with afresh. And next
month is not too far away. Thanks, Stewart, that talk
over a cup of coffee really helped clear my mind."

Coffee, coffee, coffee… Atlanta or Munich, it works
the same everywhere! chuckled Stewart to himself.
Hope Colin serves some fresh strong brew in California.

offee is always a great attraction and there are
many ways of brewing coffee! Likewise, people
are people and any interaction between two orC

more people is likely to be a complex transaction. Add
to it the complexity of the organizational dynamics, a
multi cultural environment and the structural issues
and one has the makings of a "latte" par excellence.

Coffee aside, the case has a whole lot of implications
and issues for HR managers worldwide. This is an
interesting case at many different levels. My attempt
here is to look at it from a culture building perspective,

a cultural perspective and a temperamental perspective.
The aim here is not to look at a solution but to explore
alternatives in order to better understand the dynamics
of organization.

Let us start with the temperamental perspective. If
one reads through this case very carefully, one can
visualize a set of flavours that emanate from certain
individuals. As an MBTI Practitioner, I sense a sharp
difference in the operating styles of Ralph who is
primarily an "SJ" (Traditionalist) kind of manager and
Ravi, who comes across strongly as an "NT" (Rationalist).
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So Ralph, the "SJ" Manager, operates primarily in clearly
structured environments, with sharply demarcated
personal and professional lines. He appears to like to
adhere to a defined outline of what his deliverables need
to be and has a strong idea of what is right for the
organization. Given that, he is very loyal and logical in
his approach. His weak intuition does not really seem
to prepare him for the sudden change in reporting styles;
and as such managers tend to work best in single handed
environments, this sudden change is a bit startling to
him. Also, like true Traditionalists, it means a change
for him and change is not something that the "SJ" takes
kindly to.

Ravi, on the other hand, seems to be operating at a
purely "Rationalist" plane. He has an outcome and a
mission, and going by the descriptions of his personality,
I would say that he operates out of a sense of gut feel
supplemented by logical analysis. The imminent danger
with people of this type is that they operate solely from
the perspective of doing what needs to be done for the
largely outcomes, with little care or concern for the
ramifications of their actions, and particularly with little
time to communicate their thought process. I see a classic
case of a tussle between two styles that are vastly
different that have not had enough time to acclimatize
with each other. Given a situation such as one that this
organization is currently going through, one may need
to closely examine whether enough importance is being
paid to the human elements in such structural changes.

What is perception and what is reality? Outcomes of
human interactions are largely a result of perception.
From the perspective of human interactions, this is an
interesting study. Here are two people, who seem very
aligned to the goals of the organization and very driven
to perform who have fundamental differences in their
understanding of the same situation. Perception plays a
great role in shaping the results of such interactions
and somehow, from my reading of the case, I gather an
impression that Ralph has a strong preconceived opinion
about Ravi based on a few interactions with him, that
are not strongly supplemented by anything other than
an  overall feeling of discomfort due to certain personal
tensions.

Ravi, on the other hand, seems to come across as an
enthusiastic almost ‘overeager to please’ profile. Given
the background that he comes from, there is a strong
urge to connect and emotionally bond with the people
that he works with. One also gets a strong sense of his
wanting to create a feeling of inclusion in his direct
reports by asking for their opinion on what Ralph terms
"irrelevant things". In an Indian context, such behaviour
would be expected of a senior manager, as there would
be numerous ego issues at the top if they were left out
of decisions that influenced any part of the organization.
Having tasted success in Indian territory, it is only natural
that Ravi would try and work his way through every
territory in a similar manner that brought him great
success in home terrain.

This brings us back to the issue of cultural
assimilation. Increasingly, we see a whole lot of 30
something Indians who are taking up positions in the

region and in global roles. Vice versa we have a whole
lot of expat managers in India trying to setup base and
consolidate operations in a country that is essentially
vastly diversified. So they have a hard time trying to
cope with the differences and cultural sensitivities in
each country. It also augurs well for us to remember
that India is a deprived economy and people, who work
here, especially middle managers, spend a greater part
of their lives doing nothing else but work. Therefore,
there is little distinction made between personal time
and professional time and all priorities generally revolve
round work. This seems a little strange to a typical
manager abroad, who values his work life balance, and
this dilemma seems to be at the root of the problem
that Ralph has working with Ravi today.

Let us detour a bit and examine this from the
perspective of a purely business model, like the Mckinsey
7-S model. Given the hugely popular model that it is,
one does not really need to go into details of each of the
components. Here is the case when broken into parts:

Strategy:Strategy:Strategy:Strategy:Strategy: Finesse clearly seems to have a defined
strategy and a sense of where it is going. Given the
description of its attempt to consolidate operations, one
would think that there’s some thought about where the
organization is headed.

Structure:Structure:Structure:Structure:Structure: Finesse, as an organization is growing,
and with growth comes the need to structure and align
for greater efficiencies, which is the phase that the
organization is currently going through. From the
Finesse point of view, there could not be a better stand
to take; albeit the smaller cultural sensitive and
communication issues that invariably management
seems to fail to address as in the case here. The case is
not very lucid on the extent of clarity provided to both
Ravi and Ralph prior to this realignment and my reading
makes me hazard a guess that nothing much has been
done in this regard.

Systems:Systems:Systems:Systems:Systems: Finesse seems to be operating in a very
transient manner. While the case says that Finesse is in
the financial services business, where one would
normally expect a greater degree of reliance on systems.
the organization seems to run as a result of people
transactions. So its critical decisions are made by people
and there does not seem to be much reliance on
precedents.

SSSSStyle:tyle:tyle:tyle:tyle: What is not very clear in the reading is Finesse’s
own style of operations. One can clearly visualize
Ralph's, Stewart's and Ravi's styles and also analyze the
extent of their styles on one another. There is a subtle
reference made to the organization culture of resolving
conflict situations through informal talks in the coffee
shops, but that is about it.

Staffing/skills:Staffing/skills:Staffing/skills:Staffing/skills:Staffing/skills: Finesse seems to have a host of
people with the right skill sets and the drive to succeed.
However, it seems to be more a matter of chance than
by design that this has occurred. There is a statement in
the case about the fact that Ralph's predecessor having
resigned without notice; and Ralph being put into his
shoes. This raises doubts as to the efficacy of the staffing
mechanism in Finesse.

Super-ordinate goals:Super-ordinate goals:Super-ordinate goals:Super-ordinate goals:Super-ordinate goals: There seems to be a strong
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buy - in to Finesse's overall strategy and roadmap, which
is good, but one cannot but help having a sense of
discomfort as to whether it is because there is no one
who is thinking about alternative plans. One sees a very
execution driven organization with sharp focus on
bottom line, as is seen from the cost consciousness in
hiring and strategizing decisions.

So much for a dispassionate analysis of the situation.
Let us examine the way forward. To my mind, Stewart
has a lot of work to do at different levels. We can put
these issues down in urgency-importance matrix, so
that we have a clearer understanding.

Stewart's operating style is that of letting people run
with their terrorities and their targets while he looks at
overall efficiencies. While he is people oriented, he does
not seem to be a natural at people leadership. He needs
to start examining his people issues more closely. The
case does not mention any effort on his part to examine
the impact of cultural differences on the decision to
move someone from one geography to another. He has
also not considered the impact of a sudden change in
reporting on Ralph.

Another area that needs to be tackled is that of role
clarity for both Ravi and Ralph with a greater
understanding of individual contributions towards the
long term outcome. "Active engagement" in terms of
letting all parties involved in such a transformation
leading the way to getting things done seems to be
missing. Stewart's style is largely that of making a
decision and implementing it, without much

consideration of factors other than business
performance.

One sees a need for some extent of intermediate
involvement in the process of resolving the conflict
between Ralph and Ravi. One also sense the need for
Stewart to delve a little more into issues involving people
in different geographies. In the case, there is mention of
a sense of discomfort felt by two ERP professionals in
Munich which does not seem to have been explored
further by Stewart.

Any business venture is the result of collective
contribution by people. Synergistically, the sum total of
individual contributions is always greater than that of
individual contribution; which is why we have
organizations and structures to help us align people
strengths along different roles for optimal effectiveness.
What most business leaders forget is that the structures
and systems are only as good as the people that use
them. Beyond a point, it is not the systems and the
structure that make the organization what it is.  The
pressure of today's fast paced environment drives
business leaders to make quick decisions and the impact
of these decisions is felt most by people who are at the
receiving end of these decisions. No two people are
alike and knowing how and when to use people and to
get them to deliver is a critical ingredient to business
success. That is the real challenge of business. Revenue
follows as a consequence and so does the bottom line.
The issue is beautifully captured in a quote from a
famous poem "We have no time to stand and stare".

his case is a clear testimony to the importance
of basic interpersonal sensitivity and emotional
intelligence at the workplace.  It appears thatT

this precious ingredient of workplace vibrancy has not
been given adequate attention by all the three main
protagonists in this vignette from Finesse Inc.

If you take a perspective view, it appears that a rather
naïve or even callous approach seems to have been
taken up in this restructuring effort.  All human change
would seem to have two sides to it, to put it rather
simplistically - the hard side and the soft side.  The hard
side would seem to refer to the physical and formal

aspects of the change - the announced restructuring,
the new organization structure diagrams, and so on.
The soft side would be the psychological side of the
change - the underbelly of the change - which refers to
changed protocols of relating between persons, new
consequential forms of expression in the system, and
accompanying changes in the ego-status hierarchy
between persons, amongst several others.  The soft side
is also that zone where some intended things do not
change, some aspects change beyond the intended
vector, and also where some unintended consequences
take place.
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Savvy change managers pay attention to both
aspects - the hard and the soft.  Ignoring the soft
aspects of change, as several managers are wont
to do, is to invite peril, as seems to be happening
currently in Finesse Inc.

What did Stewart Martin do and what
could he have done otherwise?
Pace thrilled Stewart.  He was invariably
accustomed to doing things at breakneck speed.
While that invariably proved to be an invaluable
tool in the hardnosed aspects of running the
business, he does not seem to have checked its
efficacy in handling the sensitive people side of
the equation.  Often "temperance" is the desired
paradigm in handling the human side of change.
It is an often mistaken notion that in designing
systems and change with temperance, speed will
be forsaken.  This paradigm that many managers
live with merits a revisit.

"Give him more responsibility and he'll deliver" is
the core assumption that Stewart has made of Ravi Pillai.
Perhaps Ravi would have, and still could.  However,
Stewart ought to have paused for some time to "bridge"
Ravi in to the larger role. This is all the more significant
as a trend of thought when we consider that Stewart
know that Ravi and Ralph were "poles apart" and that
their "thoughts rarely converged".  Given this awareness,
our previous insinuation of naivete or callousness on
Stewart's part is not entirely misplaced.

To put it in a nutshell, Stewart is guilty of assuming
that structure will drive alignment.  In fact, it would not
be out of place to state exactly the reverse, ie., that
alignment ought to drive structure.  Stewart had an
opportunity to get his senior management (Ravi, Ralph
and Jim) together, state his vision of where he saw
business and the consequent structure heading, given
an opportunity to 'buy' them in, and then seal the
alignment with a structure.  In not doing so, he may
have unwittingly placed the cart before the horse.

Given that he did not do that, Stewart ought to have
at least acted as a strong and close coach to Ravi in his
early settling-in period.  This is especially relevant,
considering his awareness of the differences between
Ralph and Ravi.  This approach would have possibly
given him close enough opportunities to guide Ravi as
he bridged from a local role to a global one.  It would
have also given him early opportunities to sense Ralph's
followership discomfort, and guided him also if
necessary.

The vary fact that Stewart was surprised is an
indication that he was not following the cues closely
enough from a human relations angle, a common
enough phenomenon in contemporary times.  In fact,
it is not too late for Stewart.  His idea of letting things
get sorted out at Colin's vacation home get together,
with the distractions of family and others around, is
also not a bright idea, it appears.  It also appears that he
has not judged the seriousness of the situation well
enough.  It would be appropriate for Stewart to call for

a "relationship review" between Ravi and his new
reportees, perhaps with a 360 degree assessment and
external coaching support added for backing up the
whole effort.

That said, Stewart's "skip level" discussion with Ralph
is a step in the right direction.  At the very least, it affords
him an opportunity to know some of the deeper "goings-
on" inside of the global outsourcing domain in Finesse.
Even in this skip discussion, Stewart seems to have
adopted a strangely "arms-length-distance" approach.
He could have used the opportunity to counsel Ralph
on the possibility of considering that Ravi may actually
be trying to reach out to Ralph in his own way by calling
at non-office hours, asking for his (Ralph's) opinions on
purely India-specific matters, and so on.

What did Ralph do and what could he have
done otherwise?
Ralph Schulz decided to use the opportunity presented
by Stewart's visit to pour his heart out to him.  Good
step.  However, let us check if there is evidence of his
having had different styles of attempted conversation
and relating with his new boss Ravi.

Ralph's self-confessed difficulty in working with Ravi
indicates that at a deeper level that he (Ralph) has not
accepted the psychological fact of the change - it may
not be so much a Ralph-Ravi issue as it could be Ralph's
issue with the change itself.

Ralph ought to be also playing his cards differently.
Knowing that he has several work style and personality
differences with Ravi, Ralph could have sought a 1:1
meeting with Ravi proactively to talk about themselves
as human beings, discussed their similarities as well as
differences instead of working like it was "business as
usual" and that apart from some boxes and their
positions in some organization chart, nothing had really
changed.

Ralph must understand that his role clarity is equally
his own responsibility as much as it is Ravi's.  Ralph,
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STEWART OUGHT TO HAVE AT LEAST ACTED AS A

STRONG AND CLOSE COACH TO RAVI IN HIS EARLY

SETTLING-IN PERIOD.  THIS IS ESPECIALLY

RELEVANT, CONSIDERING HIS AWARENESS OF THE

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RALPH AND RAVI. THIS

WOULD HAVE POSSIBLY GIVEN HIM CLOSE ENOUGH

OPPORTUNITIES TO GUIDE RAVI AS HE BRIDGED

FROM A LOCAL ROLE TO A GLOBAL ONE.  IT

WOULD HAVE ALSO GIVEN HIM EARLY

OPPORTUNITIES TO SENSE RALPH'S FOLLOWERSHIP

DISCOMFORT, AND GUIDE HIM.
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instead of taking steps to solve his role issues with Ravi
1:1, seems to be operating from the identity of a "victim"
with a tonality of "poor-me" and "I am the wronged
one".  Not an acceptable stance in a progressive, global
organization.

In the context of speaking about Ravi's style of
working, Ralph also states that he prefers that unplanned
changes are not made and that he is given adequate
time to be prepared for changes.  This seems to reveal
Ralph's angst about the fact that he was underprepared
for Ravi's ascension, and it would seem to reinforce our
earlier guess of his being unwilling to accept the
psychological fact of the change.

What Ravi has done and could have done
There is no direct evidence of what Ravi has or has not
done.  It does appear that Ravi ought to be more sensitive
to the fact that he has recently become the supervisor
of one that was his peer.  This is a common fact in many
organizations, and could be a minefield if not planned
for adequately.  Ravi ought to be having this fact in
front of him at every instance of his relating and
communicating with Ralph.

We can assume at this stage that Ravi is attempting

his case highlights a growing issue - one of
managing relationships across diverse cultures.
Global managers with cross- cultural sensitivityT

is a tribe very much in demand as Indian industry
integrates with the global economy. In working with
organizations as diverse as software to engineering to
textiles to commodities we have found that the global
manager has emerged as one of the critical leadership
archetypes. Needless to say many organizations have
started incorporating cross- cultural sensitivity in their
competency frameworks and in assessing performance
and potential of managers.

Finesse, and Stewart have a lot going for them. For
one, the business logic for the restructuring seems to
have been well accepted. The decision to promote Ravi
as the global outsourcing head for Finesse is based on
clearly demonstrated performance of Ravi. Ralph too

has not let his differences with Ravi impact the business
performance of his office.

On the issues mentioned by Ralph the one about
Ravi's inability to respect Ralph's work life balance
seems to be clearly a cross-cultural issue. Research done
by the Great Place to Work Institute®+ in US and Grow
Talent in India shows that even in organizations
considered to be Great Places to Work in India the
percentage of employees who feel that the organization
encourages work-life balance is 11 per cent lower than
similar organizations in US. We also tend to mix our
personal and professional lives and do not think twice
before inviting business partners home or taking and
making telephone calls at home or spending a lot of
time on email on our home computers and laptops.

Inspite of younger workforce in most organizations
in sunrise sectors like ITES, most Indian organizations
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to connect with Ralph in a rather over-eager fashion.  If
this is indeed what he is doing, he must revisit his
assumptions about how to connect with people.  He
must grant that there is possible disappointment and
envy in Ralph, and in understanding this, he must be
prepared to be very very watchful indeed in terms of
what works with Ralph and what does not.  In fact, he
needs to be super-sensitive to Ralph and try to win him
over.  From the case it does appear that it really does
not take much to melt the ice with Ralph - just some
friendly and caring overtures do seem to make him
display a yielding and hopefully positive temperament -
possibly Ravi never gave himself time to test this…

In sum, it goes back to the original hypothesis that
we started with, that none of the three - Stewart, Ralph
and Ravi has been adequately sensitive to the situation
and planned adequately for it.  There is one other piece
- Colin's approach. When Stewart approached him with
the proposal to promote Ravi, he ought to have asked
Stewart for a clear workable plan on how Stewart
proposed to assimilate both Ravi and his new team to
the restructured roles.  A little care upfront on the part
of all would likely have been just the catalyst for success
in this complex restructuring…

ANALYSIS
Coach people on cross cultural issues

Prasenjit Bhattacharya
Vice President, Consulting Services, Grow Talent Co Ltd.

Head, Great Place to Work Institute, India.

Prasenjit Bhattacharya has done his MA in personnel management & industrial relations
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continue to be top down when it comes to business
plans and targets. In many organizations a select few
are involved in most decisions regardless of whether
their roles require their involvement or not. The fast
rate of growth in some organizations also mean that
roles are forever evolving with successful managers
exhibiting a high degree of role making (crafting their
own roles by influencing key stakeholders) rather than
role taking (conforming to other's expectations from
the role). Also, culturally expressing dissent is not as
common as in countries like US or Germany. Ravi seems
to have made the same assumptions that work in India
in his interactions with Ralph.

It is fortunate for Finesse that in Stewart they have a
manager who knows how to listen. Stewart has
concluded that while culture clash could partially explain
the strong feelings generated in Ralph's mind, partly it
might be the inadequate induction that Ralph has
received. It is not Ralph alone who needs suitable
induction. Another dimension is suitable 'induction' of
Ravi before handing him a global portfolio. This would
also be Stewart's responsibility. This should be as part
of preparing him for the new role, since recovering lost
ground is more painful and time consuming for all those
involved.

Though the immediate challenge is to help Ralph
resolve his issues with Ravi, the key question before
Stewart and for Finesse is how to deal with possible
cross-cultural issues in future.

As a first step Ravi and Ralph both needs some
exposure to cross-cultural issues. Depending on their
personalities it could be a relevant "conversation" with
Stewart where he plays the role of a mentor, or a more
structured meeting with an external coach on cross-
cultural sensitivity. Relevant briefing has to be given to
the coach about the context by Stewart. This first step
would increase the chances of better appreciation of
each other's needs when Ravi and Ralph meets.

Organizationally, a few things need to be put in place
to reduce the chances of avoidable misunderstandings.
An organization like Finesse is likely to have a corporate
vision and a set of core values. Colin's weekend getaway
could be a good opportunity to reinforce the vision and
values and using creative ways enable managers like
Ralph to integrate their personal values with the
organizational values. The values should be further
broken down to behaviors that can be practiced by
Finesse's managers across the globe. These set of
behaviors or the "code of conduct" becomes the basis
for the "Finesse culture" which will be the unifying force
in a multi-cultural world where Finesse operates.

Finesse must think of creative ways such as using
large scale interactive processes to involve their
employees across the globe in co creation and /or
communication of their values and behaviors. This is
important for the culture to take root.

In addition managers like Stewart and Ravi who have
roles spanning diverse geographies and cultures should
have in place a process for clarifying role expectations
from their role set. This means Ravi, Stewart, Ralph, Jim
Wang and others who are a part of Ravi's role set should

exchange expectations they have from each other both
with respect to performance and behaviour. This
exercise must include a discussion on what can each
person do to make the other successful in meeting his
role expectations.

Senior managers like Stewart should ensure that
values and behaviors arrived through the above process
are not just noted on paper, but form an integral part of
any discussion on performance and potential. Processes
like appraisal, career development and systems like 360
feedback can be leveraged to achieve this. Also a tool
such as New manager assimilation helps in seeking /
getting clarity for a new role acquired by a manager,
from all those who can critically influence the success
of that role eg. immediate manager, peers and all direct
reportees.

Stewart is lucky that Ralph has brought this issue to
his notice. He cannot assume that other managers like
Jim Wang do not have similar issues. One way to be in
touch with reality is to institutionalize skip level meetings
where the manager meets the direct reports of his
subordinates at intervals.

In the environment in which Finesse is operating
any manager who is promoted to a role that requires
cross- cultural sensitivity should be given necessary
induction in his new role, and if required, coaching by a
coach who is trained on these issues.
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